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Recovery of Surface Orientation
From Diffuse Polarization
Gary A. Atkinson, Student Member, IEEE, and Edwin R. Hancock
Abstract—When unpolarized light is reflected from a smooth di-
electric surface, it becomes partially polarized. This is due to the
orientation of dipoles induced in the reflecting medium and applies
to both specular and diffuse reflection. This paper is concerned
with exploiting polarization by surface reflection, using images of
smooth dielectric objects, to recover surface normals and, hence,
height. This paper presents the underlying physics of polarization
by reflection, starting with the Fresnel equations. These equations
are used to interpret images taken with a linear polarizer and dig-
ital camera, revealing the shape of the objects. Experimental re-
sults are presented that illustrate that the technique is accurate
near object limbs, as the theory predicts, with less precise, but still
useful, results elsewhere. A detailed analysis of the accuracy of the
technique for a variety of materials is presented. A method for es-
timating refractive indices using a laser and linear polarizer is also
given.
Index Terms—Diffuse polarization, refractive index, sensitivity
study, surface recovery.
I. INTRODUCTION
POLARIZATION has proven to be a useful source of infor-mation in the analysis of light scattering from surfaces in
computer vision. There are a number of ways in which polar-
ization arises and can be used in surface analysis. One familiar
example is when the incident light is polarized and the polariza-
tion of the scattered light is analyzed [1]. When the scattering
process is coherent, then the polarization of the incident light is
preserved, whereas polarization is destroyed when the scattering
process is incoherent. This property can be used to remove spec-
ularities from surfaces. However, there are subtler polarization
effects that can be exploited. For instance, under certain condi-
tions, initially unpolarized light becomes polarized as a result of
the scattering process [2]. This applies to both specular reflec-
tion (which we refer to as specular polarization) and diffuse re-
flection (diffuse polarization) and is due to the directionality of
the molecular electron charge density interacting with the elec-
tromagnetic field of the incident light [3].
There is a considerable amount of literature on the use of
polarization for surface analysis. Most research aimed at ex-
tracting and interpreting information from polarization data in-
volves placing a linear polarizer in front of a camera and taking
images of an object or a scene with the polarizer oriented at
different angles [2], [4]. Recently, however, Wolff and others
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have used liquid crystal technology to rapidly acquire polariza-
tion images at a rate such that several complete sets of polar-
ization data (i.e., degree of polarization and orientation of po-
larized light at each point) can be obtained per second [5]. The
rapid acquisition of polarization data made possible by this tech-
nology extends the range of potential applications to include
slow moving object analysis.
Much of this work relies on specular polarization and very
specific lighting conditions so that specular reflection occurs
across the whole object. In previous work by Ikeuchi et al. [6],
[7], this global specularity was obtained by placing the object
under investigation inside a spherical diffuser, with several light
sources outside and a hole for the camera. With this setup, light
impinges the surface from all directions and, since specular re-
flection is generally much stronger than diffuse reflection, the
latter component can be ignored. Other possibilities include sep-
arating diffuse and specular reflection components using color
[8], [9], a probabilistic framework [1], or polarization [2], [9],
[10]. The relevant theory can then be applied to the specular
or diffuse images. Existing work has demonstrated the useful-
ness of polarization in surface height recovery [7], [11], [12];
overcoming the surface orientation ambiguity associated with
photometric stereo [13], [14]; image segmentation [2]; recog-
nition and separation of reflection components [2], [10]; and
distinguishing true laser stripes from interreflections for trian-
gulation-based laser scanning [15].
An important contribution to shape from diffuse polarization
was made by Miyazaki et al. [4], who use a similar method to
that described in this paper and also estimate the illumination
distribution from specularities. However, interreflections, which
we show here to be of significance, are ignored.
Drbohlav and ˇSára [16] also use diffuse polarization, but only
a single opaque sphere is used for testing and so the range of ap-
plicability is not made clear. In this paper, we present a theoret-
ical account of how diffuse polarization can be used to estimate
surface normal directions and present results for a greater range
of objects. One of our main aims here is to explore the extent to
which surface orientation can be estimated from diffuse polar-
ization alone. We clearly identify the limitations of the method
and point toward possible ways of overcoming them.
The work in this paper is based on the Fresnel theory for the
reflection of electromagnetic waves from interfaces between
media of different refractive indices. The Fresnel equations,
which are the principal results of this theory, give the ratio
of reflected to incident light wave amplitudes for light that is
linearly polarized either parallel to the plane of incidence (the
plane that contains the incident and reflected light rays) or
perpendicular to the plane of incidence. The equations provide
1057-7149/$20.00 © 2006 IEEE
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a means by which the local surface normals of an object can
be estimated. The zenith angle (i.e., the angle between the
surface normal and the viewing direction) can be determined
by the degree of polarization and may be recovered by solving
a nonlinear equation. The azimuth angle of the surface normal
(the angle of the projection of the normal onto the image plane
relative to a reference) is determined by the orientation of the
polarization. Once a field of surface normals for the object
under study is to hand, then the surface height function may
be recovered using standard surface integration techniques. To
determine the required polarization, at least three images are
needed.
An analysis of the accuracy and reliability of the method for
a variety of shapes and materials has also been performed. We
believe this is important since, like most vision techniques, the
bounds of applicability should be clearly identified. Our final
contribution is a method for refractive index estimation that uses
a planar sample of the material under study, placed on a rotatable
table, a laser and a linear polarizer. This helps to demonstrate
when the theory is adequate and when further complications are
present.
Of course, the topic of recovering local surface orientation
and, hence, height is that of shape-from-shading [17]–[19].
Here, the aim is to use the physics of light reflectance to
estimate the zenith and azimuth angles of the surface normal.
The process is an underconstrained one since the two degrees
of freedom of each surface normal cannot be recovered from a
single measured brightness value. Hence, assumptions must be
made. The surface is usually assumed to be matte, of constant
albedo, and illuminated by a single point light source placed at
infinity. Shape-from-shading algorithms frequently assume the
surface to be Lambertian, i.e., a surface that appears equally
bright from all viewing directions, although better but more
computationally intensive models do exist [20], [21]. To over-
come the problem that the recovery of surface normals is an
underconstrained problem, the surface under study is assumed
to be smooth and constraints provided by the direction of the
surface normals at occluding boundaries are used. However,
an alternative way of overcoming the underconstrained nature
of the problem is to use multiple images. For instance, in
photometric stereo [22]–[24], the object under study is kept
static with respect to the camera, and the direction of the light
source is varied. In Helmholtz stereopsis [25], on the other
hand, unique surface normal recovery is possible if the light
source and camera are interchanged.
When compared with single-view shape-from-shading, our
technique offers a number of advantages. First, although it is
confined to smooth dielectric surfaces, the reflectance does not
need to be Lambertian. Second, the light source direction does
not need to be known. Finally, the surface normals are fully
constrained except for a single 180 ambiguity in azimuth angle.
The outline of the paper is as follows. Section II outlines
the physics of polarization by reflection and explains how this
theory has been used to estimate surface orientation using infor-
mation concerning the polarization state of the reflected light.
The theory is provided for both specular and diffuse reflection.
Section III describes the experimental setup and the algorithm
that we used to recover surface shape. A representative set of
experimental results that illustrate both the strengths and limi-
tations of the technique are given Section IV. We also include
an error analysis and describe a method for measuring the re-
fractive indices for the surface under study. Finally, Section V
presents conclusions and suggests directions for future research.
II. POLARIZATION AND REFLECTION
In this section, some of the key physics of reflection from
smooth surfaces is discussed, with particular emphasis on how
measurements of the polarization state of reflected light can be
used in computer vision. It is assumed that the incident light is
unpolarized. As we will show, the Fresnel reflectance theory can
be used to predict the angle of polarization of the reflected light
and the extent of the partial polarization for a given material at
a given orientation. This prediction is then applied to diffusely
reflected light across the entire visible surface of objects under
investigation to obtain surface orientation.
The electric field of an electromagnetic wave incident on a
surface causes the electrons of the reflecting medium near the
surface to vibrate, forming dipoles [3], [26]. These vibrating
electrons reradiate, generating the reflected rays. For electric
fields perpendicular to the plane of incidence the electrons also
vibrate perpendicular to the plane and, thus, so does the elec-
tric field of the reflected light. For light polarized parallel to the
plane of incidence, on the other hand, the electrons do not vi-
brate perpendicularly to the reflected ray, as Fig. 1 shows, re-
sulting in a more attenuated wave. The effect is particularly
marked for smooth surfaces, as significant roughness tends to
depolarize the light. As Fig. 1 suggests, the degree of polariza-
tion depends on the angle of incidence. Later, we show how this
description can be extended, by considering internal scattering,
to account for partial polarization of diffusely reflected light.
A. Review of Fresnel Coefficients for Dielectrics
The Fresnel equations give the ratios of the reflected wave
amplitude to the incident wave amplitude for incident light that
is linearly polarized perpendicular to, or parallel to, the plane
of specular incidence [27]. These ratios depend upon the angle
of incidence and the refractive index of the reflecting medium.
Since the incident light can always be resolved into compo-
nents perpendicular to, and parallel to, the plane of incidence,
the Fresnel equations are applicable to all incident polarization
states.
For the geometry of Fig. 1, where and are the
amplitudes of the incident and the reflected waves, respectively,
the amplitude reflection coefficient for light polarized perpen-
dicular to the plane of incidence at a boundary between two
media is given by
(1)
In this equation, and are the refractive indices of the first
and second media, and and are the magnetic permeabilities
of the two media. The angles and for the incident and trans-
mitted light are defined in Fig. 1. When the first medium is air,
then . In computer vision, we are not usually interested
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Fig. 1. Reflection of an electromagnetic wave, with electric field directions and
relative amplitudes indicated. Within the medium, the electrons vibrate parallel
to the electric field. Since this direction is not perpendicular to the reflected wave
for the component parallel to the plane of incidence, only a component of the
vibrations cause a reflected ray.
in ferromagnetic materials, so , the permeability
of free space. Therefore, (1) reduces to
(2)
For light polarized parallel to the plane of incidence
(3)
The angle can be obtained from the well-known Snell’s Law
(4)
Generally, it is not the amplitude of the wave that is measured
by the detector, but the intensity, which is proportional to the
square of the amplitude [3]. With this in mind, it is possible to
show that the intensity coefficients, which relate the reflected
power to the incident power, are and . We are
assuming that the refractive index is wavelength independent. In
fact, there is some residual wavelength dependence because the
wavelength of reflected light more closely matches that of the
incident light near grazing angles [28], but the equations above
provide accurate results for most situations.
Fig. 2(a) shows the Fresnel intensity coefficients for a typ-
ical dielectric as a function of the angle of the incident light.
Both reflection and transmission coefficients are shown, where
the latter refers to the ratio of transmitted to incident power.1
At about 60 (typical for most dielectrics), the component of
the reflected light polarized parallel to the plane of incidence is
completely extinguished. This angle is known as the Brewster or
polarizing angle. The figure shows that there is some informa-
tion contained in the polarization state of the reflected light. For
specular reflection, a certain fraction of the light is reflected for
each polarization component (i.e., the component parallel to the
plane of incidence and the component perpendicular to it). This
fraction is greater for the component polarized perpendicular to
the plane of incidence. Therefore, the reflected light is partially
linearly polarized, i.e., consists of an unpolarized component,
and a completely polarized component.
1The transmission coefficients are simply T = 1 R and T = 1 R .
As one would expect, most of the light incident on a metallic
surface is reflected, as Fig. 2(b) shows. The problem of overall
shape recovery from metallic specular reflection is simplified
since no diffuse reflection occurs in metals, i.e., there is no par-
tial reduction in the degree of polarization due to a diffuse reflec-
tion component. This is particularly important near occluding
boundaries where diffuse reflection has a greater influence on
the polarization state of the reflected light for nonmetallic ma-
terials. Since this paper focuses on diffuse reflection, metals are
not studied further here.
B. Polarization Image
We now consider how the above theory can be used in com-
puter vision. As a polarizer placed in front of a camera is rotated,
the measured pixel brightness varies according to the trans-
mitted radiance sinusoid
(5)
Here, and are the maximum and minimum observed
pixel brightnesses as the polarizer is rotated, is the angle
which the polarizer makes with the arbitrary reference direction
(here vertically upwards) and is the phase angle, or angle of
polarization of the reflected light. The maximum pixel bright-
ness is, therefore, observed when the polarizer is aligned with
the angle of polarization, i.e., , and the min-
imum is observed when the polarizer is rotated by a further 90
in either direction, i.e., . Fig. 3 illus-
trates this relationship.
Fig. 2 shows that the maximum and minimum intensities de-
tected for a particular surface orientation are
(6)
where is the magnitude of the specular component of reflec-
tion (assume for now that there is no diffuse reflection). The de-
gree of polarization or partial polarization, which is frequently
used in computer vision, is defined to be
(7)
Each polarization image, i.e., the full set of polarization data
for a given object or scene, is comprised of three separate com-
ponents. The first of these is the intensity image, which is simply
the image that would be obtained using a normal camera.
Second, there is the phase image which encodes the orien-
tation of the polarizer corresponding to maximum transmission
through it. The phase is, therefore, directly related to the angle
of the linearly polarized component of the reflected light and can
be defined as the angle of maximum (as in Fig. 3) or minimum
transmission. Note that polarizers cannot distinguish between
two angles separated by 180 , so the range of initially acquired
phase measurements is . There is, therefore, a 180 am-
biguity, since two maxima in pixel brightness are found as the
polarizer is rotated through 360 . Possible methods for dealing
with this problem include initially directing the surface normal
estimates away from the object at the occluding boundary [4],
and propagating into the object, rotating the vectors by 180
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Fig. 2. (a) Reflection and transmission coefficients for a dielectric (n = 1:7). For comparison, (b) shows the coefficients for a metal (n = 0:8, k = 6, where k is
the extinction coefficient [27]. Note that n can be less than 1 if k > 0. For dielectrics, k = 0 and the equations presented in this paper assume that this is the case).
Fig. 3. Transmitted radiance sinusoid.  and  are the two possible surface
azimuths for a given phase angle. The two candidates for azimuth angle shown
here are for specular reflection. For diffuse reflection, they correspond to 
where I is observed.
if this produces better local alignments of surface normals (see
Section III), tracing level curves [29] or applying some form
of optimization algorithm possibly involving smoothing. If the
light source direction and viewing direction are different, then
the consistent viewpoint constraint [14] can be used to recover
information from specularities. Finally, the well-known integra-
bility constraint given below can be enforced, which ensures a
smooth surface [30]. The constraint is given by
(8)
where is the surface height.
The final component of the polarization image is the degree of
polarization image, as determined by (7). The phase and degree
of polarization components of the polarization image are usu-
ally found by taking images with the polarizer at three or more
angles and fitting the data to (5).
Wolff [5] suggests taking three images , , and (as
used by liquid crystal polarization cameras) corresponding to
polarizer orientations of 0 , 45 , and 90 , respectively, and
using the following equations to determine the phase, intensity,
and degree of polarization:
Phase
if if else (9)
Intensity
(10)
Degree of polarization
(11)
Results presented in this paper utilize these equations to esti-
mate the phase and the degree of polarization. We have we also
applied the Levenberg–Marquardt nonlinear curve fitting algo-
rithm to recover these quantities from images taken with the po-
larizer oriented at 10 intervals. This was obviously more time
consuming but much less affected by noise.
C. Shape From Specular Polarization
Following the dichromatic reflectance model [31], the
reflected light is a superposition of specular and diffuse compo-
nents. Specular reflection is a result of direct surface reflection
[21]. As Fig. 2(a) shows, the reflected light is attenuated to a
greater extent if it is polarized parallel to the plane of incidence.
Thus, greatest transmission through the polarizer occurs when
the polarizer is oriented at an angle 90 from the azimuth angle
of the surface . Throughout this work, we assume that the
image is formed by orthographic projection.
The zenith angle can be computed by considering the degree
of polarization. Substituting (6) into (7) gives the degree of spec-
ular polarization in terms of the Fresnel coefficients
(12)
Using (12) with the Fresnel equations (2) and (3) gives in
terms of and the zenith angle
(13)
This equation has two real solutions for as shown in Fig. 4(a).
The existence of two solutions means that there is another ambi-
guity that must be solved. Miyazaki et al. [7] solve this problem
using two views of the object under study.
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Fig. 4. Degree of polarization for (a) specular and (b) diffuse reflection for two different refractive indices. Many opaque dielectrics have refractive indices
between these two values. Note that at the Brewster angle for specular reflection  = 1 since the light is totally polarized. In practice,  will be a little less than
1 due to a small, but finite, diffuse component of reflection.
Unfortunately, the refractive index is not generally known,
but, for most dielectrics, it falls between 1.3 and 1.6, and the
dependence of on is weak. Thus, with a known value or
estimate of , and with measured using (7), the zenith angle
can be determined up to the ambiguity. This equation is only
applicable to specular reflection since, as explained below, the
process that causes diffuse polarization is different. The compo-
nents of the surface normal vectors can be obtained using
(14)
where takes values of either or (see Fig. 3).
D. Shape From Diffuse Polarization
Diffuse polarization is a result of the following process [2],
[21]: A portion of the incident light penetrates the surface, is
partially polarized in the process, as predicted by the Fresnel
equations, and is refracted. Due to the random nature of internal
scattering, the light becomes depolarized. Some of the light is
then refracted back into the air and is, once again, refracted and
partially polarized.
When light approaches the surface-air interface from within
the medium (after penetration and internal scattering), as shown
in Fig. 5, a similar process to that discussed earlier takes place
but with the relative index of refraction being instead of
(assuming refractive index of air 1). If the internal angle of
incidence is above a critical angle ( ), then total in-
ternal reflection occurs. Otherwise, Snell’s Law (4) can be used
to find the angle of emittance for any given angle of internal in-
cidence. The Fresnel transmission coefficient can then be calcu-
lated for a given emittance angle. Fig. 6 shows the result of this
calculation for a typical dielectric with an additional factor of
introduced due to a difference in wave impedance. It should
be pointed out that diffuse reflection also results from multiple
scattering from microfacets, to which this theory clearly cannot
be applied, although this extra contribution is small for smooth
surfaces.
Fig. 5. Transmission of internally scattered light back into air.
Fig. 6. Fresnel coefficients for Fig. 5 (n = 1:7).
Using (7), the degree of diffuse polarization is
(15)
(16)
Snell’s Law (4) can be used to interchange between the internal
angle of incidence and the more useful angle of emittance
. When the surface is viewed from this angle of emittance,
is the zenith angle, which, from here on, shall be referred
to simply as . The relevant Fresnel equations (2) and (3) can
be substituted into (16) to obtain in terms of the refractive
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Fig. 7. Experimental setup. The light source was a 200-W tungsten lamp collimated so that reflections from the environment onto the object were minimized.
The sine wave of greater amplitude illustrates the component of the electromagnetic wave in the direction of polarization, i.e., is at an angle  to the vertical. The
other sine wave is the component 90 to this. The axes on the left define the orthographic image plane.
index and the surface zenith angle. The resulting equation for
the degree of diffuse polarization is
(17)
The dependence of the diffuse polarization on the zenith
angle is shown in Fig. 4(b).
Using the experimental setup described in the Section III, the
zenith angle of the normal can be calculated using (17), which
is the central equation for this paper. The azimuth angle of the
normal can be determined using the same method as that used
for specular reflection, except that a phase shift of 90 is nec-
essary. The need for a phase shift is illustrated by Fig. 6, which
shows that light polarized parallel to the plane of incidence has
the highest transmission coefficient and so greater intensity is
observed with a polarizer at that orientation. This is in contrast
to specular reflection (Fig. 2). The surface normals can then be
calculated using (14), where is either or .
Comparing the plots of diffuse and specular polarization in
Fig. 4, it is clear that there is slightly stronger dependence of the
degree of polarization on refractive index for diffuse reflection
than for specular reflection. Moreover, in the diffuse case, the
degree of polarization is lower and, thus, more difficult to mea-
sure. On the other hand, the graphs show no zenith angle ambi-
guity for diffuse reflection. Another advantage of using diffuse
polarization for shape recovery is the fact that less controlled
lighting conditions are required than when specular polarization
is used where a global specularity is needed. One final important
advantage is that, since in shape from diffuse polarization, we
can assume complete depolarization of the incident light after
the light penetrates the surface; the technique remains valid if
the incident light is completely or partially polarized. This is not
the case for shape from specular polarization, where any polar-
ized component of incident light will severely distort results.
III. ADOPTED METHOD
The process we used to recover surface height can be sum-
marized as follows.
1) Image acquisition using the arrangement shown in Fig. 7.
2) Fitting the data to the transmitted radiance sinusoid (5)
to obtain the phase and the degree of polarization at each
point.
3) Calculation of the initial surface normal vector estimates
using (14) and (17).
4) Disambiguation of the azimuth vectors.
5) Integration of the surface normal vectors to recover sur-
face height.
As (9)–(11) show, three images, obtained with the polarizer
oriented at 0 , 45 , and 90 are sufficient to obtain the phase
and degree of polarization of a scene. We, therefore, took im-
ages of smooth porcelain objects, with a standard linear polar-
izer placed in front of a Nikon D70 digital SLR camera at these
angles. Fig. 7 shows the experimental setup used and defines the
coordinate axes.
In principle, the results should not be critically dependent
upon lighting conditions, as it is only the orientation of the sur-
face and its index of refraction that determine the polarization
state of the reflected light. To simplify matters, however, only
one light source was used, which was placed close to the camera
( ) and collimated, as Fig. 7 shows. This means that spec-
ularities occurred only at points on the surface where the zenith
angle of the surface was zero. Any nonuniformity in illumina-
tion does not deteriorate the obtained results since pixels are
(initially) point processed. The camera’s aperture was fixed at
, with exposures of 0.25 s. The model [2] assumes that light
that has penetrated the surface becomes completely depolarized
so that a small polarized component in incident light should not
distort the results.
AlthoughFig.7showsthetwocomponentsofthereflectedlight
to be in phase, this is not generally true. However, since only the
amplitude is needed for shape recovery, this does not complicate
matters. The walls of the room and the table on which the objects
lay were black so that pixels of the images having a brightness
below a certain threshold could be treated as background.
The degree of polarization is converted to zenith angle by nu-
merically solving (17). It is assumed throughout this work that
the refractive index of the reflecting medium is 1.6, except in
the uncertainty analysis. This is actually an overestimate, but the
quality of the results demonstrate the fact that a precise estimate
of is not required. Next, (14) was used to calculate the Carte-
sian components of the surface normal vectors at this stage, as-
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suming that the azimuth angle , corresponds to (Fig. 3). After
normalizing the vectors so that they were of unit length, the fol-
lowing disambiguation routine was applied. The routine was de-
signed with efficiency in mind so that the general shape of the
object can be rapidly recovered. More accurate methods will be
the focus of future work.
In the first stage of disambiguation, the pixels of the image are
ordered according to the zenith angle with the greatest angles
listed first. We know that the vectors at the occluding contours
must be pointing away from the body of the object, so we rotate
the azimuth vectors by 180 where necessary in order to meet
this requirement. Next, using the rank order of the pixels previ-
ously mentioned, we propagate into the object rotating azimuth
angles by 180 where this helps to preserve object smoothness.
Abrupt changes in azimuth angle are, of course, permitted where
the zenith angle is small. As we will see later, this method gave
good results for simple objects, but variable results far from the
limbs of complex objects due, in part, to insoluble convex/con-
cave ambiguities. Because shape from diffuse polarization is
very reliable near object boundaries, a good indication of overall
object shape is still obtainable, despite the obvious shortcom-
ings of this disambiguation method.
Throughout this work, the camera was setup such that the
diffusely reflected light causes pixels to have a brightness that
varies across the whole dynamic range of the camera with spec-
ularities saturated.2 In fact, for , this causes the algorithm
to return zero polarization and, hence, for such areas,
which is correct.
The noise reduction technique that we used involved pro-
cessing pixels by taking the median brightness over local
neighborhoods, with central pixels being counted more than
once, giving them an extra “weighting.” This was improved
by smoothing over larger neighborhoods for areas with a
lower degree of polarization. We later implemented an adap-
tive smoothing algorithm [32], which was used to obtain the
results shown in Section IV. We found that, without adaptive
smoothing, it was often necessary to take several images at
each polarizer angle and use the average image at each angle.
When eighteen images were used and the transmitted radiance
sinusoid fitted using the Levenberg–Marquardt algorithm,
smoothing was not important.
The final step in processing was to recover surface depth from
the surface normals. This was performed using the surface inte-
gration algorithm reported in [33]. This method uses the changes
in surface normal directions to estimate sectional curvature on
the surface. An eigenvector, or graph-spectral, method is used to
locate a curvature minimizing path through the field of surface
normals. By traversing this path and using the estimated surface
orientation, simple trigonometry is used to compute the height
offset from a reference level.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
This section describes a set of experiments conducted with
the aim of illustrating both the possibilities and limitations of
2It is straightforward to set a camera so that single-reflection specularities
from a shiny material are saturated. This is not true for rougher surfaces and
interreflections are not generally saturated.
the method described above. First, we present the results of ap-
plying the technique to a variety of objects with complex ge-
ometries. Second, a discussion of some of the difficulties with
shape recovery is given. We then focus on cylindrical objects,
with the aim to assess the accuracy of the measurements for var-
ious materials. Finally, experiments were performed to measure
refractive indices. These are described in Section IV-D, and a
comparison of these results to those expected is made.
A. Shape Recovery
Arepresentative setofexperimental resultsareshowninFig.8.
The top row shows the greyscale images of the objects studied.
The first three objects being shiny white porcelain and the fourth
object being slightly rough yellow plastic. The second row shows
the phase angle of the reflected light. Note that this has been suc-
cessfully recovered for the plastic duck. This is due to the fact that
the phase is not affected by isotropic roughness (except that noise
is greater for rougher surfaces). The measured degree of polariza-
tion is shown in the third row. Note that the effects of roughness
here are more noticeable as the degree of polarization appears
slightly lower for the rough plastic at limbs. The recovered fields
of surface normals, or needle maps, are shown in the bottom row.
Fig. 9 shows the result of applying the needle map integration al-
gorithm to the field of surface normals. It is clear that the basic
shapes have been recovered, but with noise being problematic at
small zenith angles.
B. Limitations
There are three main limitations of the technique described
in this paper. The first of these is a common problem in single
view computer vision, namely the convex/concave ambiguity.
This can be solved either by knowing information about the il-
lumination conditions and combining the method with shape-
from-shading or by using multiview algorithms.
The second limitation is a result of surface roughness. This
can be explained by assuming that the surface is composed of
planar microfacets of random orientation as described by Tor-
rance and Sparrow [34]. Although this is the only model we use
here to account for the effect of roughness, other models have
equivalent consequences. Unlike the ideal case shown in Fig. 5,
some of the light transmitted from the medium into air toward
the camera would undergo reflections from the microfacets that
constitute the roughness. Assuming that individual surface mi-
crofacets are not resolved by the camera, the result of a rough
surface is a reduction in the measured degree of polarization.
This, in turn, leads to underestimates of the zenith angles. How-
ever, assuming that the distribution of surface slopes is such that
more microfacets are parallel to the mean surface than any other
orientation (for example, the distribution of microfacet slopes
about the local average may be Gaussian with zero mean), then
the phase angle of the light should still match the surface az-
imuth angle up to the ambiguity. A final consequence of rough-
ness is that specularities are broadened by the microfacet an-
gular distribution.
Unlike the three other objects in Fig. 8, the surface of plastic
duck [Fig. 8(d)] is slightly rough. This is important since it
shows that the phase angle can indeed be accurately measured
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Fig. 8. Greyscale images of smooth porcelain (a) vase, (b) urn, (c) bear, and (d) slightly rough plastic duck. The images are approximately 350 pixels in
height. (e)–(h) Phase images showing angle of polarization. (i)–(l) Degree of polarization, dark areas have highest polarization. (m)–(p) Normal vectors (reduced
resolution).
in such circumstances. The recovered depth in Fig. 9(d) shows
that the zenith angle is at least approximately correct.
The third and final limitation of the method is that caused by
specularities (either direct reflections from a light source or in-
terreflections). It may be possible to isolate specularities using
abrupt 90 phase shifts and the fact that if ,
where is the measured degree of polarization, then the reflec-
tion must be specular (Fig. 4). Note, however, that the under-
lying diffuse reflection would reduce the polarization from that
expected for pure specular reflection. The intensity image also
provides clues as to where interreflections are since the intensity
is less affected by polarization.
In many situations, there are only a small number of different
light sourcesandeachsourcesubtendsonlyasmallangle fromthe
object. In such situations, which include those under which the
experiments described here were conducted, direct specularities
may be ignored, or if they cause saturation, interpolated across.
Fig. 10(a) shows a closeup of the handle of the urn, and
Fig. 10(b) shows a closeup of the bear’s hand [center right of
Fig. 8(o)]. Both images demonstrate success at recovering some
details near object limbs. They also illustrate a problem with
shape from diffuse polarization caused by interreflections such
as those shown in Fig. 11. To the right of the urn handle and to
the left of the bear’s hand, the estimated surface azimuth angles
are 90 from the true azimuth angles and the zenith angles
are overestimated. This is explained by the different processes
involved in specular and diffuse reflection described earlier.
C. Evaluation of Accuracy
To assess the accuracy of the method, a set of vertically ori-
ented cylinders of various materials were used. The geometry of
a cylinder is convenient for three reasons. First, the structure is
simple enough for shape recovery to be performed exactly from
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Fig. 9. Depth maps of porcelain vase, urn, bear, and plastic duck computed by applying adaptive smoothing and the algorithm of [33] to the needle maps and
rotating the objects to different angles.
Fig. 10. Closeups of Fig. 8(n) and (o).
a single image.3 Second, the analysis can easily be performed
for all possible zenith angles. Third, noise can be reduced by
taking the average image intensity for each column of pixels.
To ensure orthogonality between the optical and cylinder axes,
spirit levels were employed. The camera was set to maximum
resolution and placed far away from the object. When the top
and bottom of the cylinder appeared horizontal in the images
(i.e., not curved), then the ground truth was accurate.
Fitting (5) to the polarization images as before, we obtained a
set of graphs showing the measured and theoretical zenith angle
against position across the cylinder for different materials. Since
the azimuth angle of the cylinder is constant, we can also see
how the accuracy of azimuth angle estimates vary with zenith
angle, if at all. A sample of these results for porcelain, blank
photographic paper, and photographic paper coated with cling
film and normal paper are shown in Fig. 12. Here, the solid lines
show the measurements and the broken lines show the ground
truth. The photographic paper is much smoother than normal
paper, as it is coated to produce glossy photographs. The normal
paper, on the other hand, is matte and much rougher. Several
other material samples were also analyzed, including different
paper types, plastics, wax, terracotta, and papers coated with
inks. The first point to note about the figures is that, even for
normal paper, which, at the fine scale, is very rough, the azimuth
angles have been recovered to a very high degree of accuracy.
However, more noise is associated with the rougher surfaces.
There was more variation in the accuracy of the zenith angle
estimates. For Fig. 12, the refractive index used was simply
the value that produced greatest similarity between theory
and experiment for the material in question. The shiny white
porcelain object [the same type of porcelain can be seen in
Fig. 8(a)–(c)] produced excellent agreement with theory down
3This is simply done by isolating the cylinder from the background and
placing semicircles that arch from one side of the object to the other.
to very small zenith angles. The similarity between the exact
and experimental curves supports the theory, within the limits
of its assumptions.
The remaining graphs in Fig. 12 demonstrate the complica-
tions that can cause the measured zenith angles to deviate from
the expected values. The result for blank white photographic
paper, for example, is very accurate for large zenith angles but an
increasing discrepancy is present as the zenith angle approaches
zero. When the paper is coated in cling film, the discrepancy is
less marked. Clearly, this suggests that there is a process oc-
curring that is not accounted for by the theory and may be due
to microfacet interreflections or imperfect depolarization of in-
cident light upon surface penetration. Although it is useful to
be aware of this, it is not considered useful to investigate this
phenomenon further for two reasons. First, the effect is only
present for regions of small zenith angle, where the technique
is of limited use anyway. Second, for a camera with 256 grey
levels, the intensity may vary by just a few grey levels in such
regions. Therefore, intensity quantization errors prevent extrac-
tion of useful data. The results for paper, which, of course, is a
rough matte surface, also show the phenomenon of finite polar-
ization at low zenith angles, as well as the depolarizing effects
of roughness nearer to the limbs.
For comparison, Fig. 13 shows the zenith angle prediction
using the Lambertian reflectance model. Clearly, on this oc-
casion, the polarization analysis gave much better results. Of
course, for materials such as paper (a classic example of a
Lambertian surface), the Lambertian prediction is better due to
roughness.
An analysis of the dyed photographic paper shown in Fig. 14
was also conducted. Fig. 15 shows the zenith angles recovered
from a cylinder of photographic paper coated in ink of different
colors (red, yellow, blue, grey, and green). It is obvious from the
graphs where the transitions between colors occur. It appears
that darker inks cause greatest variation, suggesting that good
shape recovery would be possible if inks of similar albedo were
present in an image.
D. Refractive Index Measurements
As Fig. 4 shows, there is greater dependence of degree of po-
larization on refractive index for diffuse polarization than spec-
ular polarization. However, as results in this paper show, it is
possible to obtain reasonable height reconstruction simply by
using a fixed value of the refractive index, taken to be about
1.4–1.6. Clearly, of course, this is inadequate for precision ap-
plications. This method is also inadequate for assessing the ac-
curacy of the theory for different materials as in this work.
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Fig. 11. Handle of porcelain urn for (a)  = 0 and (b)  = 90 . An interreflection of the handle is clearly visible in (a) as, here, the polarizer is oriented
parallel to the direction of polarization of the interreflected light for that part of the urn. In (b), the polarizer is at 90 to this angle so that the interreflected light
is not transmitted through the polarizer.
Fig. 12. (Solid lines) Plots of measured zenith and azimuth angles across the surfaces of cylinders of different materials. The exact values are indicated by the
broken curves.
Fig. 13. Estimation of zenith angles using the (solid line) Lambertian
reflectance model compared to ground truth.
Fig. 14. Dyed photographic paper wrapped around a cylinder used to test
shape recovery of different colored inks. The left-hand half of this image was
used to obtain Fig. 15.
In order to measure the index of refraction, the device shown
in Fig. 16 was constructed. The device works by placing a
sample of the material under study on a table that can be rotated
by small angles (measured to within 1 if the accuracy of the
Fig. 15. (Solid line) Measured and (broken line) exact zenith angles across
the surface of a cylinder coated in different colors of ink (shown in Fig. 14). It
should be stressed that using the correct refractive index for each ink provides
much better agreement.
refractive index is to be within 0.1 of the true value). Laser
light is then directed at a plane, vertical surface of the sample,
which then reflects the light through a polarizer with horizontal
transmission axis onto a white screen. In fact, the laser light was
partially polarized and so was oriented such that the angle of
polarization was horizontal (i.e., so that the smaller component
was absorbed by the horizontal linear polarizer). The sample
is then rotated manually until the spot of light on the screen
formed by the reflected laser light is extinguished. Conducting
the experiment in a dark room means that the extinguishment
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Fig. 16. Refractometer. As the sample is rotated, the intensity of the spot of light on the screen changes according to (3). The refractive index can be found by
orienting the sample such that the spot disappears.
TABLE I
MEASURED REFRACTIVE INDICES
can easily be detected by the naked eye. This occurs at the
Brewster angle where there is no horizontal component of the
electric field of the reflected ray, and the vertical component
is absorbed by the polarizer. The Brewster angle is simply
related to the index of refraction by . Calculations
show that, for smooth surfaces of average refractive index, the
uncertainty in refractive index measurements is 4%. This is
increased for rougher surfaces, since the laser light is made
diffuse by the reflection. Variation in refractive index by this
small amount has little effect on the relationship between zenith
angle and degree of polarization.
Table I gives a comparison between measured refractive in-
dices and the values that produced the best agreement with ex-
periment. denotes measurements taken from the refrac-
tometer. refers to the values that give best agreement with
the experimental curves. Some of the roughest materials dis-
persed the laser light too much to allow reliable measurements
to be made, and so are not included. Results for all the smooth,
opaque materials, and all but one of the inks, fell within exper-
imental error. As one might expect, given the discussion in the
previous section, rougher materials, translucent materials, and
materials coated in transparent media caused greater differences
between the two values.
It should be noted that the refractive index should not be mea-
sured using infrared or any other nonvisible light, since it is a
function of wavelength (we assume this dependence is negli-
gible within the range of visible wavelengths). A comparison
of refractive indices measured with the refractometer and those
estimated from the simple method described in Section IV-C
shows that, for smooth, opaque materials, agreement is good,
with discrepancies of less than 0.05. Unfortunately, for items
causing more complicated reflections, such as rough, translu-
cent, and coated materials, the estimates from the two methods
were less well matched. Nevertheless, as results in Section IV-A
demonstrate, the exact value of refractive index is not a re-
quirement for shape recovery. Values measured using the re-
fractometer for smooth materials should be sufficiently accu-
rate, therefore, for reasonable shape recovery.
V. CONCLUSION
This study of shape from diffuse polarization has resulted in
several accomplishments. First, it has shown that there is po-
tential for using diffuse polarization in the recovery of surface
shape, especially near occluding contours, despite the common
assumption that the polarization is negligible for diffuse reflec-
tion. This is achieved with no knowledge of illumination di-
rection and the only assumption being that all reflections are
diffuse. Second, however, it illustrates the fact that, away from
the occluding contours of complex objects, diffuse polarization
is limited in applicability. Diffuse polarization is, perhaps, best
used, therefore, in conjunction with other techniques such as
shape from shading, shape from specular polarization, or mul-
tiple view vision.
The difference in accuracy of the method between regions of
high and low zenith angles is clearly illustrated by Fig. 12 in the
error analysis, which also provides a detailed picture of the ef-
fects of roughness. Importantly, we see that the surface normal
azimuth angles can be accurately determined even for moder-
ately rough surfaces. The refractive index measurements pro-
vide a link between the underlying theory and the experimental
results, helping to validate the theory.
Thereispotentialforfutureworkwithdiffusepolarizationfrom
roughsurfaces.Thezenithanglesaremoredifficult toobtainsince
the random microfacet orientation has a depolarizing effect. This
means that either more information on the microscopic surface
structurewouldbeneeded,oranempirical lookuptablegenerated
from images of an object of known shape. Due to the lower de-
gree of polarization, noise wouldbemore problematic, especially
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awayfromoccludingcontours.Formetals[2]andtransparentma-
terials [7], the diffuse component of reflection is almost zero so
specular reflection must be used.
Another avenue for future research involves multiview
methods. Two of the main problems of conventional stereo are
the self occlusion at limbs, where a portion of the object is only
visible in one of the two views, and difficulties associated with
finding correspondences. Shape from diffuse polarization is
most reliable near object limbs. Hence, by taking multiple views
as the object is rotated in front of the camera, a full surface can
be reconstructed by zippering the boundary regions together.
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